FUTSAL BY THE NUMBERS

RECEIVING THE BALL
(by Otto Orf, 6-20-2014)

The Wedge Trap – STEP ON IT!

Because of the frequency of direct and very hard passes and the need for players to check away and back to the ball in the
smaller space the emphasis of this slide is the use of the sole of the foot for a ‘wedge’ trap of the ball.
Soft passes and leading passes, especially in the defensive zone, will end up being intercepted, hurting any team choosing
to use them. Pass the ball hard and straight to the feet, keep possession of the ball and enjoy success.
Naysayers might propose that using the sole of the foot is not a practical or useful skill in the outdoor soccer game but if
you watch any high level international soccer you will see that it is used frequently and effectively by the best players in the
world. In my opinion this is vitally important in developing a degree of comfort on the ball for the youngest of players.
Having the ball under their foot affords them immediate control, promotes lifting the head for field vision and
experimentation with the ball by shielding and executing creative moves. Having defended the wedge trap we must also
remember that all of the standard versions of receiving the soccer ball are still valid in futsal and must be mastered and
used at the appropriate time when playing the game. Remember, we are using futsal to develop better soccer players.
We begin by teaching the youngest players to trap the ball dead and be sure to practice using
both feet. Reach the leg outward with the heel down and toe up while leaning the upper body
backward a bit for balance. We instill the ‘windmill’ principle to promote balance and ability to
raise the appropriate foot quickly and easily. Then with the ball wedged in place lead with the
head and upper body in the desired direction. Once players realize they have the ball under
their control the following important soccer tenants can be promoted and exercised at the very
youngest ages:
Windmill Principle: Yellow balance line
indicates upper body leaning back, leg
reaching forward. Weight on standing
foot frees up trapping foot.

•

Balance, keeping the feet spaced properly and the body weight on the standing foot
allows the ball side foot to be raised to trap the ball with balance and execute skills.

•

Separation from the defender. By leaning back into the defender and trapping the ball
away from the body defenders cannot reach the ball and are forced to move around the
body to attempt to steal it. This puts the possessor at a great advantage.

•

Viewing the field, have a player close their eyes while standing on the ball. If they know
where the ball is with their eyes closed then there is no reason for them to look down.
Soon they will be lifting their heads, looking to pass, dribble or shoot instead of staring
downward at the ball.

•

Shielding. Possessing the ball allows players to use their body to protect the ball.
Encourage your players to control the ball instead of kicking it away on their first touch.
After all, since the ball is the most important thing in the game… why not keep a hold of it!

•

After wedge trapping the ball, turning, rolling and dragging the ball will soon follow. It is
simple for even the youngest players to move backward, sideways and forward once they
have the ball ‘trapped’ under their sole. Your players will surely show more confidence and
creativity on the ball when their next outdoor season comes around.

Remember that trapping the ball with the sole is very dependent on the type of pass. If the
pass is not on the floor or not accurate and directly toward the intended teammate it becomes
extremely difficult to execute by even the best players. The production of accurate, powerful
passers is one of the greatest benefits of having young soccer players play futsal.

Bad: Leg bent, toe and heel level.
Distance between defender and
ball too small.

Good: Leg out, toe up, heel down.
Distance between defender and
ball very good.

